
Introduction 

Nasogastric Feeding Solutions Limited (‘NGFS’), trading as Enteral Access Technologies 
or E.A.T., is an ISO 13485 certified medical device developer and manufacturer. 

The company’s mission is to revolutionise enteral access by providing clinicians with better 
tools to safely place lifesaving nasogastric or orogastric feeding or decompression 
tubes. The DoubleCHEK device achieves this aim, and after £3.3m of investment into 
product development and trials, the device is now in manufacture, and terms for European 
distribution are in the process of being agreed, with the US to follow later in 2021. 

The problem DoubleCHEK solves 
There is a risk to the patient of serious harm 
or death if a nasogastric feeding tube is 
misplaced and enters the lung instead of 
the stomach, particularly if fluids, medicine or 
feed is delivered through the tube. 

Nasogastric tube placement safety is a key 
area of concern within the NHS, with incidents 
where NG tubes are incorrectly placed 
into the lung and fluid, medicine or feed is 
passed through them classified as Never 
Events. 

An HSIB report published in Dec 20 
recommended that NHS Supply Chain 
develops essential specifications to support 
clinically led procurement of devices to 
confirm NG tube placement, which is what 
DoubleCHEK will do. 

Market opportunity 
The risk of misplaced NG tubes is one 
experienced worldwide, and with an 
estimated 47.6m NG tubes being used 
worldwide (exc. China & India) each year 
there is a large addressable market. On 
average a patient has a feeding tube in 
place for 12 days, meaning there is the 
potential for 12 DoubleCHEK devices to be 
used for every NG tube fitted, a total potential 
use of 571m devices each year. 
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Traction to date 

• NGFS rebrands to Enteral Access Technologies 
(E.A.T.) in February 2021.

• E.A.T. has excellent links into the NHS, being 
placed on the supplier framework at the most 
recent tender, and having conducted user 
evaluation trials at three NHS trusts.  The 
feedback from the trials was that 95.5% of users 
preferred DoubleCHEK over the pH strip 
alternative.

• Received UKCA Mark in May 2021.

• Signed exclusive Distribution Agreement with 
Medicina, Ltd. in June 2021 for coverage in the UK 
and Ireland. Discussions are ongoing with other 
major international distributors for ROW coverage.

• Submitted US FDA 510(k) application in July 2021.

Important Notice 

This Document, which is not a prospectus, is issued by 
the Directors of the Company and is for use only by the 
company or person to whom it is addressed. No 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is given 
by any person as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information and opinions contained herein. No 
responsibility or liability is accepted for the accuracy or 
sufficiency of any of the information or opinions, or any 
errors, omissions or misstatements negligent or 
otherwise or for any other communication, written or 
otherwise in connection with the proposed investment.  
Accordingly, Nasogastric Feeding Solutions nor its 
directors shall be liable for any direct, indirect or 
consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as 
a result of relying on any information or opinions 
contained herein or in any other communication in 
connection with such proposed investment. All 
recipients are strongly recommended to take 
independent professional advice where appropriate. This 
Document does not constitute or contain an offer or 
invitation to purchase or acquire any shares in 
Nasogastric Feeding Solutions or any interest therein, 
nor shall it form the basis of any contract for the sale or 
issue of shares in Nasogastric Feeding Solutions.  
No action has been taken to permit the distribution of 
this Document in any jurisdiction where such action is 
required to be taken, other than in the United Kingdom. 
This Document does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such 
offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any person to 
whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. In 
particular this Document may not be distributed directly 
or indirectly in the United States of America or in its 
territories or possessions or areas subject to its 
jurisdiction or any political subdivision thereof or to any 
national, citizen or resident thereof or any person who is 

Funding round 

£3.3m of funding has been raised to develop 
the device since 2014, all from private individual 
investors with the exception of £369,000 from the 
Future Fund in November 2020. 

Funding of £1.5m - £2m is required to support 
the initial product launch and future growth of 
the business, with £500,000 required to provide 
working capital whilst the product gains traction 
in the market, £1.25m to invest in high efficiency 
tooling and automated assembly in order to 
drive unit cost down and improve gross margins, 
and £250,000 for new product development. 

normally resident therein (including the estate of any 
such person and any corporation, partnership or other 
entity created or organised therein).  
The Document has been furnished to the recipient on a 
confidential basis. Neither this Document nor any other 
material relating to the proposal described herein may be 
copied, reproduced, shown, distributed or issued to any 
other person at any time without the prior written 
consent of Nasogastric Feeding Solutions nor may the 
information contained herein or relating to the proposal 
be discussed with any other person without the prior 
written consent Nasogastric Feeding Solutions. 

All communications and enquiries should be directed to: 

George Gallagher  
Nasogastric Feeding Solutions, trading as Enteral Access 
Technologies (E.A.T.) 
Liverpool Science Park 
131 Mount Pleasant 
Liverpool  5TF L3 
United Kingdom 
george@enteralaccesstech.com 

Investors should be aware that the value of shares can 
fall as well as rise and that the investor may not recover 
the amount invested. No representation or warranty is 
given as to the information content in this document. 
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